
Installation

Decompress the RAR-archive you downloaded by opening only the first rar-file (part1), all other 
rar-files will get uncompressed automatically.

You will then find a Readme.pdf and 2 folders: 
“Aureus Ventus“ containing the 108 presets in the “vstpreset“-format.  
“Samples“ containing the vstsound-container Aureus_Ventus.vstsound with the samples.

Place the preset-folder “Aureus Ventus“ here:
*Mac: User (you)/Library/Audio/Presets/Steinberg Media Technologies/HALion 5/
*Windows: C:\Users\[User Name]\Documents\VST3 Presets\Steinberg Media Technologies
\HALion 5\

You can place the vstsound-container anywhere on your system, preferably on a fast external 
harddisk, as samples shouldn‘t be streamed from your system drive. If you do place the 
vstsound-container on an external disk, you‘ll have to register the vstsound-container by clicking 
on the downward arrow at the upper right of the MediaBay, click on “Register HSB / VST Sound-
Files“ and then locate the vstsound-container on your system. 
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This procedure will create an Alias of the original location on your system drive. If for whatever 
reason this does not work on your system, please manually create an Alias of the original 
location and place the Alias here:

Default location for the vstsound-container:

*Mac: User (you)/Library/Application Support/Steinberg/Content/HALion/VST Sound/

*Windows: c:\Users\ [User Name]\AppData\Roaming\Steinberg\Content\HALion\VST Sound\

As this is a hidden system folder on Windows, proceed as follows to access it: 
Open a new window in the explorer -> press “ALT“ -> click “Extras“ -> Folder Options -> View -> 
scroll down-> click “show hidden...“-> ok (translated from german into english, so I hope 
everything is understandable, I don‘t know Windows at all myself).

If you choose to place the vstsound-container in the default location on your system drive, you 
don‘t have to perform the registration procedure, the samples will automatically be found when 
choosing a preset from Aureus Ventus.

Next, click on the user-icon in the MediaBay to see presets located in the user-folder and hit the 
“Rescan Disk“-symbol on the right. Now you can e.g. enter “Aureus Ventus“ in the search 
window and all the presets from this library will appear in one list.

For my first HALion library Sonic Cinema I made a little video to demonstrate the installation-
procedure, in case you‘re not sure how to proceed:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=imCRgtC6ePA

Licence agreement and terms of usage

This license agreement is between you (the licensee) and me (Simon Stockhausen).  
1.) The licensee must not distribute the patches and samples from Aureus Ventus, resample 
them, copy or otherwise replicate the patches and samples of this library in any commercial, 
free or otherwise product. That includes sample and audio libraries and patches for samplers 
and sample based synthesizers. You can of course create such derivates for your own musical 
work as long as these derivates are only distributed in the context of your musical- or sound 
design-work.

2.) The license to the sound library Aureus Ventus may not be given away or sold (NFR).

http://www.patchpool.de/halion_sonic_cinema.html


Description and Content:

Aureus Ventus - Golden Wind - is a unique library for HALion 5 which combines flute with all 
sorts of achromatic and chromatic percussion instruments like Hang percussion, various chimes 
(also glass chimes), glockenspiel, gongs, crotales, bells, singing bowls, some deep drums, 
break drums (steel break discs) and more.

The flute sounds for this library are created by using a special playing technique named Pars-
Pro-Toto, invented by german flutist Andreas Mazur who also performed the samples used in 
Aureus Ventus. He found a method to create beautiful and expressive flute sounds by playing 
on the single parts of a conventional flute using special fingerings and embouchure techniques. 
This yields sounds somewhere in between a shakuhachi, an okarina, a viola and a voice, hard 
to describe in words really…

Multi-sampled bass flute instruments, some vocal and string sounds and tempo-synced 
percussion loops are also included in this library.

In addition to the above a wealth of electronic derivatives create a counterpoint to the acoustic 
sound worlds. Tonal soundscapes, ethereal tinkles, warm and ominous drones, minimal 
sequences, lush pads and other fascinating textures created with programs like Kaleidoscope, 
crusherX, Metasynth, GRM Tools, Serum and Zynaptiq’s Morph are layered with the acoustic 
sounds to create expressive instruments.

Many of the patches make use of HALion’s exceptional granular engine, it’s deep sample player 
and the synth engine, often layering or splitting different synthesis forms in one patch with key-
switchable articulations or sound-combinations and round robin alternations.

All of the 108 presets have the 8 Quick Controls and the Modulation Wheel assigned, many also 
use Aftertouch and/or HALion’s Sphere-modulator, some make use of the FlexPhraser and 
Trigger Pads.

Specifications:

• 108 presets
• 3.99 Gigabyte of original samples (48 Khz/ 24 Bit / stereo)
• All acoustic instrument-samples in this library were recorded with 3 Neumann microphones 

in L-C-R at 48 Khz/24 Bit, a U87 as the center mic and a stereo set of KM 184 for L-R, in 
some scenarios a Shure KSM 141 substituted the U87 and sometimes 4 mics were used 
simultaneously. 

• All microphone signals are phase-aligned

All audio demos for this library are here
All video demos, some also explaining patches in detail, can be found in this youtube playlist.

https://soundcloud.com/sampleconstruct/sets/halion-5-experiments
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLdDy6n1e-aeMN3_dxMh_bC7Ov9Q7Juxw2


Andreas Mazur performed the Pars-pro-Toto-flute samples for this library.

CPU
Some of the layered patches can be somewhat CPU-hungry when playing many voice at once 
using higher release times. The voice manager was used quite often, reducing the polyphony of 
some patches to a reasonable amount.
HALion provides an economy mode “Osc ECO Mode“ for the synth module which you can find 
in the “Options“-tab:



Furthermore there are other ways to decrease the CPU load, e.g. by shortening the release 
phase (most patches have a knob for release), by increasing the sample buffer in your host and 
by reducing the polyphony in HALion‘s voice manager - either Layer or Program-based.

Patchlist
Below you will find a list with all patches including more or less extensive descriptions, playing 
tips and comments about the Controller- and Quick Control-assignments for each patch. I only 
mention the not-so-obvious assignments, as all the QCs are clearly labelled.
“AT“ means Aftertouch, “MW“ means Mod-wheel, “VEL“ means velocity, “KS“ means key-switch, 
“QC“ means Quick Control and “PB“ means Pitch Bend, “Filter Worx“ / “Grain Worx“ means, that 
several/numerous parameters affecting filter or grain modulation are controlled/animated by the 
respective QC.
“C3“ is the middle C on the piano. If your Midi keyboard does not support Aftertouch, you can 
automate “C-Press“ in your DAW. 

Many Quick Controls are programmed in “Absolute 
Mode“, so if you apply changes to a certain parameter, 
make sure it is not assigned to a QC or Controller (like 
the Mod-wheel) in absolute mode, otherwise your 
changes will get overwritten once you touch or automate 
a QC. When QCs are used as modulation sources in the 
modulation matrix, the assignments are of course 
relative.
You can easily remove QC assignments by right clicking 
on a knob or slider and choosing “Forget Quick Control“.

Whenever you see some orange keys on the HALion keyboard, key-switches are involved, 
enabling you to select between different articulations, modes or sound variations.

When the key-switches are blue, the keys are assigned to different 
trigger pads which I used in the arp/sequencer patches for changing 
between different sequences in the FlexPhraser.
If a patch uses key-switches, it will be mentioned in the list below.



Patch Name Category Description

Angkelung 
Woodblock Trems

Chromatic 
Percussion / 
Wood

Angkelung tremolo meets woodblock crescendo, both 
zones play in granular mode, QC 2/3 are dedicated volume 
controls for each sound.

Angkelungs 
Granular Split

Chromatic 
Percussion / 
Wood

Mutlisampled Angkelung tremolos (root notes at A3-4-5) 
playing in granular mode

Bamboo And Bar 
Chimes Split KS

Achromatic 
Percussion

Bamboo and bar chimes with key switchable variation.
KS1 – 3 bamboo chime textures mapped over 2 octaves 
each between C1 - C7. Normal forward mode.
KS2 – reverse mode
KS3 – granular mode
KS 4 – 3 bar chime textures mapped over 2 octaves each 
between C1 - C7. Normal forward mode.
KS5 – reverse mode
KS3 – granular mode
In granular mode, sample speed can be controlled with 
QC2, in the sample layers QC1 controls sample start point.
MW adds a combination of random and noise-controlled 
pitch modulation. QC 4/5 control amount/speed of pan 
modulation (per note played, LFO -> Retrigger mode).

Bamboo Land Musical FX / 
Soundscape / 
Percussion

Between C0 - C4 a long bamboo chime texture is layered 
with it’s electronic derivative, both zones play in granular 
mode (QC 3/4 for individual volume control), above C4 the 
same chimes are playing solo in normal sampling mode.
AT - > grain position, VEL -> sample start position in the 
upper layer. MW detunes the grain in the lower layer and 
adds noise-shaped pitch modulation in the upper layer.

Bamboo Layers Musical FX / 
Percussion

Five bamboo chime accents with long decay layered with 
their tonal, electronic derivatives, two octaves each per 
combination, mapped between C-2 - C8. QC 1/2 are 
individual volume controls for each layer.

Bamboo 
Resonances

Musical FX / 
Soundscape / 
Percussion

A long dense bamboo chime texture with pitch key follow 
set to 50% resulting in quarter tone changes per key, 
layered with two tonal soundscapes with different root notes 
derived from that texture, these scares crossfade between 
G2 - G3. QC 2/3 individual volume controls for each layer.
AT ->Grain Position, Sphere V ->Grain Position Randomize 
Sphere H ->Grain Level Randomize

Bass Flute 
Dynamics Granular

Woodwinds / 
Flute / Drone

Granular version of the patch below. QC 3 controls the 
speed of the swells/decays, AT controls grain position, MW 
detunes the grains. All samples are looped. Highest note 
extended to C5, lowest note extended to C0.

Bass Flute 
Dynamics

Woodwinds / 
Flute / Drone

Dynamic bass flute notes with vibrato - creshendo, 
decreshendo - sampled with 2x round robin, 14 pitches 
were sampled, 6-7 notes per octave between B1 - C4, the 
lowest note was extended down to C1. The swells play up 
to velocity level 85 (using normalized velocity), the decaying 
notes play above velocity 85. QC 4 adds amplitude 
modulation, control the modulation speed with AT.



Bass Flute 
Harmonics 
Granular

Woodwinds / 
Flute / Drone

Layer 1 in granular mode uses a long textural bass flute 
sample playing harmonics over the the root note of E2. 
Scan through the harmonics using AT, QC 2 affects 
numerous granular parameters and animates the sound.
Layer 2 in sampling mode uses an electronic drone sound 
derived from these harmonics, this drone fades in from C3 
downwards, full volume at F2. Sphere V/H are controlling 
reverb time and tail modulation.
MW detunes the grains in layer 1 and increases flanging in 
the drone sound.

Bell Scape Musical FX / Bells 
Soundscape

Textural Nepalese Dorje bells, moving between the three 
mics while playing the two bells, mapped up to velocity 89, 
tremolating Nepalese crotales are playing above velocity 
89. Both bell textures are playing in granular mode mapped 
from C1 - C7 and both textures are processed with tuned 
filters (key follow/high resonance). AT detuned the grains, 
MW reduces grain length.
In a second layer (volume control with QC 3) two 
soundscapes/drones in sampling mode derived from these 
bell sounds are split across the keyboard, crossfading 
between C2 - C4. AT adds pitch modulation, MW introduces 
filter modulation. Control sample start point using QC 4, 
VEL also shifts sample start slightly to the right.

Bowed Bowl Scape Chromatic 
Percussion / 

VEL/AT -> grain position, MW detunes the grains, control 
the bowing speed of the singing bowl using QC 1.

Bowed Crotales 
Space 01

Musical FX / 
Percussion 
Soundscape

Bowed crotales texture in minor and it’s electronic 
counterpart, both playing in granular mode, QC 1/2 are 
dedicated volume controls for each layer. AT shifts grain 
position, MW randomizes grain pitch, VEL slightly shifts 
grain position. Animate the grains with QC3, tune the scape 
up an octave using QC 4 (+1oct when fully engaged).
This patch is being demonstrated towards the end of this 
video.

Bowed Crotales 
Space 02

Musical FX / 
Percussion 
Soundscape

Another bowed crotales texture in minor and it’s electronic 
counterpart, both playing in granular mode, QC 1/2 are 
dedicated volume controls for each layer. AT shifts grain 
position, MW randomizes grain pitch, VEL slightly shifts 
grain position. Animate the grains with QC3, tune the scape 
down an octave using QC 4 (-1oct when fully engaged).
This patch is being demonstrated towards the end of this 
video.

Bowl Flute Morph 
Pad

Musical FX / 
Percussion / Pad

The sample of a singing bowl morphed with a flute sound, 
layered with a singing bowl tremolo. Both sounds are 
playing in granular mode, each one has it’s dedicated 
volume control (QC 2/3). QC 1 affects numerous granular 
parameters and animates the grains. MW introduces a 
tempo-synced, square-shaped pitch tremolo, QC 7 
introduces tempo-synced amplitude modulation (via Step 
Modulator). With QC2 turned down, this patch also works 
well as a smooth pad sound.

Patch Name Category Description

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M2x5ji-t5OM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M2x5ji-t5OM


Bowl Pad Synth Pad A synth pad made from wave-tabled singing bowl sounds 
(multisampled in 5 octaves between C0 - C4). The patch is 
playing in unison mode (4 voices), control detune amount 
with QC1. MW introduces random pitch modulation.

Bowl Synth Chromatic 
Percussion / 
Synth

Singing bowl accents sampled at 4x round robin, layered 
with wave-tabled singing bowl sounds (multisampled in 5 
octaves between C0 - C4). MW introduces pitch 
modulation.

Break Drum 
Clusters Split

Drums & 
Percussion / 
Sound Effect / 
Soundscape

Playing fast consecutive accents on the 4 break disks, 10 
variations are split across the keyboard with between C 0 - 
C7, velocity layer 1 uses samples played with a metal 
hammer, velocity layer 2 was played with drumsticks. The 
clusters played with the hammer have 5 electronic 
derivatives mapped identically, QC 1/2 control the volume 
for each layer. QC 4 is bipolar and pitches the samples 
down/up 2 octaves, OC 6 adds noise-shaped pitch 
modulation. MW introduces some crazy random 
modulation.

Break Drum Impro 
Scape Split

Musical FX / 
Percussion 
Soundscape

A long processed break drum improvisation, split into two 
segments and split across the keyboard. The lower 
segment mapped up to C3 is running in sampling mode and 
is layered with an animated HALion synth-module, control 
sample start position with QC1, control synth volume with 
QC3. 
The upper segment mapped from C#3 - C7 is running in 
granular mode, QC2 modulates grain position, QC4 
animates the grains (via LFO modulation) and also 
introduces filter modulation, AT decreases grain speed and 
reverses the grains when fully engaged, QC5 adds 
frequency shifter FX to the upper sound. 
MW adds tempo-synced pitch modulation to the lower 
segment, and random tempo-synced pitch modulation to 
the upper segment.
Sphere H/V -> reverb chorusing modulation depth/rate

Break Drum Loops 
KS

Chromatic 
Percussion / 
Loops

Ten tempo-synced loops played on the four break discs, two 
of them processed with some FX, grouped in 2 key-
switchable layers (key-switches are located at C0/D0), 5 
loops in each layer, with a 1-octave range for each one, 
mapped between C1 - C6. When QC3 is dialed to the left, 
filter modulation can be added with QC4, increase 
resonance with QC5. MW introduces tempo-synced, 
square-shaped pitch modulation, AT adds noise-shaped 
pitch modulation.

Break Drum 
Quencer

Chromatic 
Percussion/
Sequencer

This patch is being explained in this video.

Break Drums 4Vel 
3RR

Chromatic 
Percussion

Four break discs played with a drum stick, multisampled at 
3 velocity layers and 3x round robin (set to round robin per 
velocity layer, so each layer has it’s dedicated round robin 
chain). This patch is being explained in this video.

Patch Name Category Description

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ugQ2_mEmF8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ugQ2_mEmF8


Cello Pad String / Cello Two processed sustained cello notes in granular mode 
crossfading over a 2-octave range. MW introduces tempo-
synced amplitude modulation, VEL + AT ->grain position
polyphony is set to 48 voices in the Voice Manager

Cello Trems 
Granular

String / Cello A long cello tremolo playing in granular mode, Glide is 
activated, control glide time with QC5. Control grain speed 
and structure with QC1. MW introduces tempo-synced 
amplitude modulation, VEL modulates sample start via 
random modulator, AT shifts grain position. QC7 controls 
RM mix, Sphere V modulates ring modulator frequency.

Chime Flute 
Granular

Musical FX / 
Soundscape

Three sound layered: “chime flutes“ created by playing back 
re-synthesized chime textures with flute samples 
(Metasynth), a HALion synth module and a soft bar chime 
texture, which has pitch follow set to 14% so a 7 octave 
range on the keyboard yields a one octave range in actual 
pitch change. The sample start point of the chimes are 
randomized so you hear a different segment with each note 
played, volume and pan position are being constantly 
modulated by 2 dedicated LFOs.
VEL+AT shift grain position in the chime flute-texture, MW 
detunes the grains and adds random pitch modulation to 
the synth sound. The range of the synth and the chimes is 
C0 - C7, the chime flutes play from C1 - C7.
QC 1-3 only affect the chime flutes, QC6 introduces tempo-
synced amplitude modulation.

Cosmic Crotales 
Split

Musical FX / 
Percussion / Pad

From C-1 - C2 there is a cosmic soundscape derived from 
bowed crotales samples playing in granular mode, from C2 
- C7 there is a bowed crotales texture - intervals played with 
2 bows - also in granular mode. In both sounds, LFO1 is 
modulating grain position, control the scanning speed with 
QC3, OC1 shifts grain position so that the LFO will scan 
through the second half of the samples. 
AT detunes the grains, MW introduces tempo-synced 
amplitude modulation, VEL slightly shifts grain position/
sample start to the right.
Glide is activated for the upper sound, control glide time 
with Sphere H, if you deactivate “Center Horizontal“ you can 
set a fixed glide time or set it to zero (hard left).
This patch is being explained in this video.

Crotales Bowed 
Granular

Chromatic 
Percussion / Pad

A granular version of the patch below, extended even 
further down to C2 on the keyboard. MW detunes the 
grains. Set grain position with QC1, enable modulation of 
grain position via velocity with QC2, set grain speed with 
QC3. This patch is being explained in this video.

Patch Name Category Description

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M2x5ji-t5OM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M2x5ji-t5OM


Crotales Bowed 
RR2

Chromatic 
Percussion

Bowed crotales sampled chromatically over a 2 octave 
range from C5 - C7 (C4 - C6 on the keyboard) with 2x 
round robin per note, extended to C4 (C3 on the keyboard) 
by copying all the samples from the octave above.  
Set sample start position with CQ1 which skips the “bowing 
in“-phase of each note. QC2 activates sample start 
modulation via velocity, QC3 sets the overall velocity 
sensitivity, QC6 makes the LP cutoff velocity sensitive.
MW introduces some nice, yet unrealistic vibrato.
This patch is being explained in this video.

Crotales Flute Musical FX / 
Percussion / 
Flute

Featured in this video.
Layer 1 plays a combination of textural Nepalese crotales (2 
bells) with a HALion synth module, Layer 2 plays a flute 
sound, repeating notes with vibrato, root A#3. VEL slightly 
shifts grain position to the right in both samples, scan 
through the crotales texture using AT (the grains are long so 
be patient). Add noise-shaped pitch modulation with MW. 
QC1/2 are dedicated volume controls for each layer.
The polyphony is set to 30 voices, 3 voices are used per 
note played. This patch is being explained in this video.

Crotales Phrase 
Duet KS

Chromatic 
Percussion / 
Soundscape

Two key-switchable crotales phrase duets/layers in granular 
mode, mapped from C1 - C7, key-switches at C0/D0. Filters 
are tune (key follow 100%), morph between lowpass and 
bandpass filter using QC1. Decrases grain size with QC2, 
control grain speed with QC3. QC5 introduces a 
combination of tempo-synced tremolo and a pitch sequence 
(via Step Modulator). MW detunes the grains, AT introduces 
noise-shaped pitch modulation. This patch is being 
explained in this video.

Crotales Quencer Chromatic 
Percussion / 
Sequencer

Granular crotales texture meets HALion synth. A tempo-
synced random LFO scans through the crotales sample, the 
synth is driven by the FlexPhraser, select the 8 available 
sequences with the Trigger Pad or the assigned key 
switches (C-1 - G-1). QC1/2 are dedicated volume controls 
for each layer.
This patch is being explained in this video.

Crotales Third 
Cloud

Musical FX
Chromatic 
Percussion / 
Soundscape / 
Synth

Layer 1 layers two crotales textures, playing rising major 
thirds, mapped from C3 - C6, set to granular. From C-2 - C3 
a modulated train bell accent is playing in sampling mode.
Layer 2 holds a HALion synth module combining a tempo-
synced major third tremolo with a wholetone scale. 
QCs 3/4 are dedicated volume controls for each layer, 
bipolar QC1 sets the grain direction/speed for the crotales 
sounds (values below zero/middle position reverse the 
samples), CC5 sets the modulation speed for the synth and 
the train bell. Sphere V controls the delay time, use QC8 for 
setting the delay mix.

Patch Name Category Description

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M2x5ji-t5OM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xiv0MuDzToo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M2x5ji-t5OM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M2x5ji-t5OM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B71Oq6y1-tw


Deep Drums Split Drums & 
Percussion

From C0 - C2 there are drum accents played on a 22“ 
ocean drum with 4x round robin, root note at C1. 
From C#2 - C4 there are drum hits played on a big 
marching/field drum, 2 velocity layers and 6x round robin, 
playing in one shot-mode, root note A#2.
Randomize pitches with QC2, use PB for talking drum 
effects. QC3 makes the filter velocity sensitive. QC6 sends 
the signals to a complex FX chain with multi-tap delays and 
other things, QC7 transforms the filter settings in the FX 
chain.

EBow Scape 
Granular

Musical FX / 
Soundscape/
Motion / 
Sequencer

Processed e-bow guitar phrase in granular mode meets 
HALion synth. Scan through the e-bow sound using AT, 
animate the grains with QC1. MW detunes the grains and 
increases oscillator detune in the synth. Control the volume 
of the synth arpeggio with QC4. QC2 introduces a tempo-
synced amplitude modulation (via looped User envelope), 
QC5 adds tempo-synced filter modulation to the e-bow 
sound.

Epica String Pad Strings / Synth 
Pad

A processed violin note, processed cello harmonics and a 
low string sound made with Kaleidoscope - all playing in 
granular mode. Split across the keyboard with crossfading 
zones between cello and synth string, mapped from C0 - 
C5. Scan through the sample using AT, VEL shifts sample 
start to the right. MW introduces tempo-synced amplitude 
modulation (via Step Modulator/LFO2). QC1 controls grain 
speed, QC3 adds HP filter modulation, QC4 spreads the 
pitch of the grains to left/right, +/- 1 octave with the 
controller fully engaged.

Eternal Flute 
Drones Split

Musical FX / 
Drone / Pad

A mystical, processed flute drone between C1 - C6 and a 
dark distorted flute drone between C-1 - C1, both playing in 
granular mode. Scan through the samples using AT, VEL 
shifts sample start to the right. MW detunes the grains and  
decreases grain length. Control grain speed with QC1. Add 
filter modulation with QC3, QC4 activates filter morph 
modulation through the 4 filter types via LFO2. QC6 
introduces tempo-synced amplitude modulation (via filter 
envelope and step modulator). Sphere V controls reverb 
mix.

Ethereal Mist Synth Pad Two key-switchable combinations of a time-stretched flute 
drone in sampling mode/unison (3 voices) with processed 
bell clouds, playing in granular mode. Key-switches are 
located at C0/D0. Control the volume of the bell scapes with 
QC2, QC1 introduces tempo-synced modulations. VEL 
shifts sample start to the right. MW detunes the unison 
voices in the flute drones and randomizes grain pitch in the 
bell clouds. With QC3 dialed to the left (LP filter cutoff), 
QC4 adds tempo-synced filter modulation , QC7 adds a 
modulating ring-modulator resulting in evolving amplitude 
modulations.

Patch Name Category Description



Flute 2 All Phrases 
Untuned

Woodwinds / 
Flute

Twenty phrases (not looped) played on the combination of 
middle and bottom part of the Pars-pro-Toto flute, the 
samples are untuned, preserving all the microtonal, non-
chromatic aspects of the playing technique, use QC2 to 
fine-tune the phrases. Mapped only on the white keys 
between A2 - F5.
QC4 shifts the sample start point, when dialed hard right 
each phrase starts at a musical relevant spot towards the 
ending of the sample. Sphere H controls the length of the 
reverb FX (not the convolution reverb).

Flute 3 Ecstatic 
Phrases Split KS

Woodwinds / 
Flute

Two key-switchable expressive flute phrase pairs in 
granular mode, split across the keyboard.
Phrase 1: C0 - B2, phrase 2: C3 - C6
Keyswitches at A-1/B-1. Randomize/animate grain position 
with MW, set grain speed with QC1, modulate grain position 
with QC2.

Flute Micro Trills 
Granular

Woodwinds / 
Flute

Granular version of the patch described below.
Bottom and top sample are extended, so the entire 
instrument ranges from C2 - C7. Control trill speed with 
QC5, modulate grain position with QC1, animate the grains 
with QC4. AT randomizes grain pitch, MW controls amount 
of flanger FX (which adds fast random pitch modulation).

Flute Micro Trills Woodwinds / 
Flute

Chromatically sampled microtonal flute trills, some of them 
with up to 3x round robin (check the program tree to see, 
which trills have alternations), played on the combination of 
middle and bottom part of the Pars-pro-Toto flute. All the 
fingerings for these trills were taken from the book by 
Andreas Mazur, the flute player who invented all of this. 
Bottom and to sample are extended, so the entire 
instrument ranges from C2 - C7. 
QC1 shifts sample start to the right, skipping the 
embouchure phase. QC4 introduces pan modulation per 
note played (re-triggering LFO), MW controls amount of 
chorus FX. Sphere H controls the length of the reverb FX.

Flute Morph 
Phrase

Woodwinds / 
Vocal

A flute phrase layered with an electronic sound, made by 
audio-morphing this phrase with a female vocal phrase. 
Scan through the samples using AT, detune the grains with 
MW, set the grain speed with QC1. QCs 2/3 are dedicated 
volume controls for each sound.

Flute Pad KS Synth Pad Wavetabled flute pad made with Serum, multi-sampled in 
each octave between C1 - C5, extended to C0 - C6.  
KS1 (A-1) uses normal sampling in unison mode (3 voices) 
polyphony is set to 30 voices (each note played uses 3 
voices). 
KS2 (B-1) is the granular version, polyphony here is set to 
32 voices. MW introduces tempo-synced amplitude 
modulation.

Patch Name Category Description



Flute Particles Woodwinds / 
Flute / 
Soundscape / 
Synth

Five layered flute samples in granular mode, using two 
grain streams per voice set to an interval of a perfect fifth, 
layer polyphony is set to 45 voices. 
In a second layer a HALion synth module with a tempo-
synced pitch tremolo (also a perfect fifth) is playing, control 
the synth volume with QC3. 
QC1 reduces grain length in the flutes, MW adds tempo-
synced filter modulation to the flute and reduces cutoff in 
the synth.

Flute Phrase 
Segments Granular

Woodwinds / 
Flute

A long flute phrase divided into three segments playing in 
granular mode, split across the keyboard, split points at C3/
C5. AT detunes the grains. With QC1 (controlling grain 
speed) dialed hard left, the samples freeze, scan through 
the phrases using MW. Bipolar QC2 sets the grain pitch 
offset, +/1 1 octave to either side, middle position = no 
transposition. QC3 introduces tempo-synced amplitude and 
filter modulation.

Flute Phrases Split 
Granular

Woodwinds / 
Flute

Seven flute phrases played on the bottom part of the flute, 
sounding somewhat native, split across the keyboard from 
C0 - C7, 1 octave each per phrase. The root notes are set 
accordingly so that each phrase starts with the pitch you 
play. Scan through the samples with MW, control grain 
speed with QC1, animate the grains with QC2, add pan 
modulation with AT. Sphere H controls the release time, de-
select “Center Horizontal“ if you want to permanently alter 
the release time.

Flute Quencer Musical FX / 
Sequencer / Bass 
Flute

A sustained flute tone with glissando in granular mode, 
using extremely short grain times which transforms the 
sound into a digital sequencer, as the grain position is 
modulated by a tempo-synced random LFO. MW shifts the 
grain formants resulting in formant filter effects. Dialing QC1 
to the right increases grain duration and brings back the 
original flute sound (somewhat). The layer is playing in 
unison mode, increase unison detune with QC3.

Flute Sustain Gliss 
Split

Woodwinds / 
Flute

Sustained flute notes with glissando split across the 
keyboard, the sample with root note A3 has 3 alternations 
(round robin), E4 has 2x round robin. MW adds chorus FX.

Flute Tremolo 
Flaps Split

Woodwinds / 
Flute 
Soundscape

Three flute tremolos/trills with percussive flap noises 
layered with their electronic derivatives, split across the 
keyboard from C-1 - C8, with a 3-octave range per sound 
combo. QC 2/3 are dedicated volume controls for each 
layer. MW randomizes grain pitch, scan through the 
samples using AT. Sphere V controls Rotary Speed (FX 
send to rotary with QC 6)
This patch is featured in this video.

Patch Name Category Description

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8cR4oVlNdjo


Flute Tremolo 
Layers

Woodwind / Flute 
Soundscape / 
Synth

Three layered dynamic flute tremolos with pitch fluctuation, 
layered with a tremolating, ring-modulating HALion synth 
module. Control the synth volume with QC6. QC3/4/5 
introduce individual amplitude/pan/filter modulation to each 
flute tremolo resulting in ever evolving textural changes, as 
each involved LFO is set to a different speed/phase. MW 
adds noise-shaped pitch modulation to all sounds-

Fragility Woodwinds / 
Flute 
Soundscape

Sustained note with octave tremolo played on the bottom 
part of the flute, layered with a re-tuned, tonal glass chime 
texture (Melodyne), both sounds are playing in granular 
mode, AT detunes the grains. MW spreads the grains up/
down 1 octave when fully engaged. Sphere H controls the 
release time, de-select “Center Horizontal“ if you want to 
permanently alter the release time.

Framedrum 
Granular Tremolos 
Split

Drums & 
Percussion

Two dynamic frame drum tremolos split across the 
keyboard playing in granular mode, split point at C3. Both 
samples are using alternate looping creating reverse 
effects. QC 1-3 are granular controls for speed, length and 
position randomization, MW randomizes grain pitch.

Glass Chime 
Layers Split

Musical FX / 
Percussion

Two glass chime textures layered with their electronic 
derivatives, split across the keyboard, split point at C3. The 
chimes play in granular mode, the soundscapes in sampling 
mode. QC2/3 are dedicated volume controls for each layer.
MW randomizes grain pitch in the glass chime sounds. 
QC1 affects numerous granular parameters in the glass 
chimes, QC4 determines the filter modulation speed for the 
chimes, QC5/6 introduces filter modulations in the 
soundscapes.
Sphere V controls grain pitch spread in the glass chimes, 
+/- 1 octave in either direction.

Glass Chimes Split 
KS

Drums & 
Percussion / 
Chimes

Three key-switchable layers with seven unprocessed glass 
chimes glissandi and textures, each sample mapped over 1 
octave from C0 - C7, root note at F# in each octave.
KS1/A-1 – sampling
KS2/A#-1 – reverse sampling
KS3/B-1 – granular
In KS1/2 QC sets the sample start position, in KS3 it 
controls grain position, so you can scan through the 
samples yourself. QC2 sets grain speed in KS3.  
QC4 introduces pan modulation per note (LFO re-
triggered), QC5 controls pan modulation speed. Sphere V 
transposes the samples up/down an octave, de-select 
“Center Vertical“ to make your changes permanent.

Patch Name Category Description



Glockenspiel Synth 
KS

Chromatic 
Percussion / 
Mallet

Sampling a Musser glockenspiel at 3 velocity layers and 3x 
round robin, 8 notes were sampled over the entire 
instrument range, three keyswitchable sound variations are 
vailable. 
KS1/C0 – one-shot mode, ranges from C3 - C6, MW adds 
chorus FX
KS2/D0 – unison detune (4 voices), ranges from C3 - C6 
MW detunes the unison voices
KS3/E0 – layered with a HALion synth module, ranges from 
C2 - C6, MW adds pitch tremolo, when fully engaged 7 
semitones to the synth, 2 semitones to the glockenspiel.
When KS 2/3 are elected, QC 1/2 become active. QC3 
makes the LP filter cutoff velocity sensitive. QC4 
randomizes pan position.
This patch is being explained in this video.

Glockenspiel 
Tremolo Mix KS

Chromatic 
Percussion / 
Mallet

Multisampled glockenspiel tremolos, using plastic and metal 
mallets, four key-switchable variations are available, 
different pitches were sampled with the different mallets.
KS1/C0 – plastic mallets
KS2/D0 – metal mallets
KS3/E0 – alternating mallets
KS4/F0 – mixed mallets
This patch is being explained in this video.

Glockenspiel 
Tremolos Granular

Chromatic 
Percussion / 
Mallet

Granular version of the glockenspiel, extended to C1 by 
copying the sample from the octaves above. QC3/4 are 
granular controls for sample scan speed (via LFO) and 
granular structure. MW adds distortion, AT detunes the 
grains. This patch is being explained in this video.

Gong Scan Drones 
KS

Drums & 
Percussion /
Drone

The gong patch uses samples I made by scanning my wind 
gong with a S57 very closely after attacking it with a soft 
beater capturing all these amazing overtones. The mono 
signal was processed with a slow Uhbik stereo tremolator so 
the drone moves around your head. A U87 and a Sure KSM 
141 both running in omnidirectional mode are picking up the 
stereo image from about 60 cm distance. There are 2 key-
switchable versions, KS1 at C0 using 4 velocities and the 
KS2 at D0 using 3x round robins with soft attacks only, the 
sustained drones are crossfade-looped.
QC4 adds tempo-synced amplitude modulation, QC5 
controls the mix level of a modulating frequency shifter, 
control the frequency offset for left/right with QC6. 
MW adds random pitch modulation (LFO2), AT decreases 
LFO speed and smoothens the modulation shape.

Granular Violin Strings / Violin 43 multisampled violin notes from my Alchemy library 
Alchemistry Beyond, bowing each note 4 times back and 
forth bows with dynamics and vibrato, sampled between G2 
- E6, running in granular mode. Set the bowing speed with 
QC1, decrease LP filter cutoff with AT, animate the grains 
with QC2, add pan modulation per note played with QC5. 
MW detunes the grains.

Patch Name Category Description

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJvGSaB5oRM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJvGSaB5oRM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJvGSaB5oRM


Granular Wood Chromatic 
Percussion / 
Wood / Sound 
Effect

Two layered dynamic tremolos played on a temple block 
running in granular mode and a temple block flam accent in 
time-stretch mode. QC 1/2 are granular controls for speed/
density, QC3 tunes the HP filter (key follow+resonance) and 
adds distortion, QC5 controls the volume and QC6 the 
sample speed of the time-stretched sound. QC7 adds a 
modulating frequency shifter. Sphere V controls the 
modulation speed of the frequency shifter.

Hang Golden Rain Chromatic 
Percussion / 
Soundscape

Multisampled Hang tremolos played with hands, tremolating 
on each of the 8 pentatonic notes between C3 - F4 with 
crescendo / decrescendo, some notes were transposed 
down to extend the instrument range to C2. One layer runs 
in normals sampling mode, the other in granular mode, 
QC 1/2 are dedicated volume controls for each layer. MW 
adds random pitch modulation to the sampling layer and 
detunes the grains in the granular layer, AT modulates grain 
position in layer 2.

Hang Granular 
Wash Split

Chromatic 
Percussion / 
Soundscape

A long processed Hang improvisation mapped from C2 - 
C6, a textural Hang sound made by rubbing the Hang with a 
rubber ball mapped from from C-1 C2, both sounds are 
playing in granular mode. Scan through the samples using 
AT, detune the grains with MW. Control grain speed with 
QC1, animate the grains with QC2, add amplitude 
modulation with QC5, control modulation speed with QC6. 
VEL shifts sample start/grain position to the right.

Hang Loops Chromatic 
Percussion / 
Loops

Twelve tempo-synced Hang loops (Warp-mode) in five key-
switchable layers, grouped in split trios or pairs per layer, 
the loops in KS5 were played with mallets, the other loops 
were played with hands. MW adds a tempo-synced, square-
shaped pitch tremolo, +7 semitones with the wheel fully 
engaged and also tempo-synced amplitude modulation. 
With QC3 dialed to the left (LP cutoff), unipolar filter 
modulation can be added with QC4, increase filter 
resonance with QC5 to enhance the filter modulation.

Hang Penta Pearls Musical FX / 
Soundscape / 
Percussion

Two textural Hang sounds made by turning rubber balls 
inside the instrument creating these magical pentatonic 
sounds, each sample layered with it’s electronic derivative/
soundscape, split across the keyboard, split point at C3.
QC1 controls grain speed, QC 2/3 are dedicated volume 
controls for each layer. Scan through the samples using AT, 
randomize grain pitch with MW. VEL slightly shifts sample 
start/grain position to the right.

Hang Rain Abyss 
Split

Musical FX / 
Soundscape / 
Percussion

This patch layers dry and processed Hang textures both in 
granular and sampling mode, from C3 - C6 there are two 
crossfading velocity zones. VEL shifts sample start/grain 
position. QC 1/2 are dedicated volume controls for each 
layer. MW detuned the grains in the granular zones and 
adds random/noise-shaped pitch modulation in the 
sampling zones. QC4 introduces tempo-synced amplitude 
modulation (via Step Modulator), QC8 adds a mixture of 
delay FX and a frequency shifter (post delay) which uses 
envelope follow to modulate the frequency shifting.

Patch Name Category Description



Hang Rubber Ball 
Split

Chromatic 
Percussion / 
Soundscape

Four textural Hang sounds made by turning rubber balls 
inside the instrument, split across the keyboard between C0 
- C8 with a 2-octave range per instrument, normal sampling 
mode. AT adds distortion and increases filter resonance. 
QC1 shifts pitch scaled in semitones, +1 octave with the 
controller fully engaged, QC2 shifts sample start to the right, 
QC5 introduces pan modulation per note (re-triggering 
LFO). QC7 sets the balance between lowpass and 
highpass filtering (filter morph), QC6 controls the cutoff for 
each filter type. Sphere V controls amount of chorus FX, de-
select “Center Vertical“ to make your settings permanent.
MW introduces tempo-synced, triplet-based pitch 
modulation (via Step Modulator), +/- 1 octave with the 
wheel fully engaged.
This patch is featured in this video.

Hang Tremolos 
Granular

Chromatic 
Percussion / 
Soundscape

Granular version of the patch described below, AT shifts 
grain position, MW controls grain pitch spread, decreases 
grain length and increases filter distortion. QC1 controls 
grain speed (almost frozen when dialed hard left) and grain 
duration. VEL shifts sample start/grain position. QC5 adds 
ring modulation, Sphere V controls RM frequency.

Hang Tremolos Chromatic 
Percussion / 
Mallet

Multisampled Hang tremolos played on each of the nine 
notes from G2 - F4, extended to both sides, total range C2 - 
C5. QC1 enables sample start modulation via velocity, MW 
introduces noise-shaped pitch modulation.

Hybrid Flute Scape 
Split

Musical FX / 
Soundscape / 
Flute

From C3 - C6 there are two granular flute phrases in two 
velocity layers, control their speed with QC1. From C-1 - B2 
there is a processed flute soundscape in granular mode 
layered with two crossfading, wavetabled singing bowl-
synth drones in sampling mode. Tune the flute scape up an 
octave with QC3, set the synth drones to unison using QC4. 
MW controls grain pitch spread in the 3 flute sounds and 
introduces tempo-synced, square-shaped pitch modulation 
in the synth drones (+/-7 semitones with the wheel fully 
engaged), AT detunes the grains. 
Sphere H controls amount of feedback in the delay FX (use 
QC7 for delay mix).

Lip Pluck Bass Musical FX / Hits 
& Stabs / Bass / 
Pluck

A lip/embouchure sound from the beginning of a flute sound 
is used for the percussive pluck sound, this pluck is layered 
with a HALion synth module. QC 1/2 are dedicated volume 
controls for each layer, MW introduces a fast pitch envelope 
creating a “Zapp“-sound during the attack phase. QC8 
reverses the impulse response in the convolution reverb.

Lydian Scapes 
Split

Musical FX / 
Sweeps / 
Soundscape

Two electronic, tonal soundscapes with lydian tuning, 
playing in granular mode and split across the keyboard, 
overlapping split point F3. MW detunes the grains and 
shortens grain length, scan through the samples using AT. 
QC5 controls mix level of the tempo-synced filter in the 
program FX bus, control modulation speed with QC6.

Patch Name Category Description

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T7_BMfkMeVg


Majority Flutes Woodwinds / 
Flute 
Soundscape

Three layered flute sounds in granular mode: two 
arpeggiating major chords with pitch fluctuation - one 
legato, the other one staccato and an electronic derivative 
made by processing both arps with the same effects 
simultaneously. Each layer has it’s dedicated volume 
control (QC 1-3), MW decreases grain duration/length, 
detunes the grains, increases filter resonance and adds 
some filter distortion. VEL shifts grain position slightly to the 
right and increases grain speed in the legato flute.
QC6 shifts the balance from the lowpass filter to the 
highpass filter (Morph Filter in program bus), control filter 
cutoff with QC7. Polyphony is set to 45 voices, each note 
played uses 3 voices.

Mellow Flute Cloud Woodwinds / 
Flute
Percussion / Pad

A mellow flute phrase layered with a bowed crotales note, 
both playing in granular mode, QC 1/2 are dedicated 
volume controls for each layer. In the flute layer, grain 
speed is set to zero with LFO1 slightly modulating grain 
position at the end of the phrase, MW will shift the grain 
position to the sample start. In the crotales layer, VEL 
increases grain speed and shifts grain position to the right, 
skipping the bowing-in phase. AT reduces grain length in 
both sounds and adds some filter distortion to the flute.
QC5 adds LFO-modulated ring modulation. Sphere H 
controls the release time, de-select “Center Horizontal“ if 
you want to permanently alter the release time. Polyphony 
is set to 32 voices, each note played uses 2 voices.

Mellow Flute Pad Woodwinds / 
Flute
Pad / Synth

Mapped from F2 - C6 the are three multisampled flute 
sustains in two crossfading velocity layers played on the 
middle and bottom part of the Pars-pro-Toto-flute, the lower 
velocity layer without vibrato, the higher one with vibrato. 
From C0 - E2 there is a bass flute crescendo layered with a 
HALion synth module, control synth volume with QC3.  
All flutes play in granular mode, AT detunes the grains and 
shortens grain length, MW controls amount of flanger FX, 
VEL slightly shifts sample start. 
This patch is featured in this video.

Mellow Hang Bass Bass / Chromatic 
Percussion / 
Mallet

Four soft round robin Hang accents played with a soft 
mallet, layered with a HALion synth bass. MW adds chorus 
FX. QC6 cuts low and boosts high frequencies.

Micro Chimes FX 
Layers

Microtonal 
Percussion / 
Sound Effect

Three bar chime textures made by hitting each bar with a 
little screwdriver creating microtonal glissandos, one 
ascending, one descending, one in both directions. These 
are layered with their electronic derivatives, three combos 
are split across the keyboard between C0 - C6, 2 octaves 
per combo, all sound play in granular mode and use 
alternate looping. Control grain speed with QC3, randomize 
grain position with QC4. QC 1/2 are dedicated volume 
controls for each layer, MW introduces random pitch 
modulation, AT decreases modulation speed. QC5 dialed 
towards the left introduces filter modulation, QC6 shifts the 
filter balance from lowpass to bandpass/bandreject.  
Sphere V introduces a fast, temposynced pitch sequence 
(wholetone scale when fully engaged) in either direction.

Patch Name Category Description

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qwSWkN0xIS0


Micro Chimes Split 
KS

Microtonal 
Percussion / 
Chimes

Three key-switchable layers with six unprocessed 
microtonal bar chime glissandos made by hitting each bar 
with a little screwdriver, each sample mapped over 1 octave 
between C0 - C6, root note at F# in each octave.
KS1/A-1 – sampling
KS2/A#-1 – reverse sampling
KS3/B-1 – granular
In KS1/2 QC sets the sample start position, in KS3 it 
controls grain position, so you can scan through the 
samples yourself. QC2 sets grain speed in KS3.  
QC4 introduces pan modulation per note (LFO re-
triggered), QC5 controls pan modulation speed. Sphere V 
transposes the samples up/down an octave, de-select 
“Center Vertical“ to make your changes permanent.
MW introduces some crazy random/noise pitch modulation 
in KS 1/2 and randomizes grain pitch in KS3.

Morphing EFlute Synth Lead / 
Flute

Audio-morphing a flute sound with an e-bow texture, the 
long sample plays in granulr mode, QC1 controls grain 
speed, QC2 randomizes grain position, scan through the 
sample using AT, MW detunes the grains. QC5 introduces 
tempo-synced filter modulation, tempo-synced pan 
modulation can be dialed in with QC6.

Morse Flute 
Granular

Woodwinds / 
Flute

A long morse texture played on the bottom part of the flute, 
running in granular mode, root note at A#4. MW randomizes 
grain pitch, scan through the ample with AT. QC1 controls 
grain speed, QC2 affects numerous granular parameters, 
QC3 controls grain length, dial it to the right for a more 
sustained sound. QC5 dialed to the left introduces slow filter 
modulation, QC6 adds tempo-synced amplitude modulation.
VEL slightly shifts sample start/grain position.

Multiphonic Flute 
Scape Split

Woodwinds / 
Flute
Soundscape

Two flute trills and their electronic derivatives/soundscapes 
layered, one combo mapped from C-2 - B2, the other one 
from C3 - C7, all sounds play in granular mode. QC 1/2 are 
dedicated volume controls for each layer, MW detunes the 
grains, scan through the samples using AT, VEL shifts grain 
position/sample start.

Mysterious Flute 
Scanner KS

Woodwinds / 
Flute
Drone

A long flute sample with sustained notes and glissandos 
and occasional breathing sounds, this sample is divided into 
three key-switchable segments (switches at A-1/A#-1/B-1) 
running in granular mode, one of them layering two 
segments. Grain speed is set to zero, an LFO is slowly 
modulating grain position, MW shifts grain position, move it 
slowly to create smooth transitions and glissandos. AT 
detunes the grains, use QC2 to shorten the grains. QC1 
introduces tempo-synced amplitude modulation.
This patch is being explained in this video.

Patch Name Category Description

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Xwy3cpXx0Y


Mystery Crotales 
Flute

Musical FX / 
Flute / 
Soundscape

A tonal soundscape derived from a bowed crotales texture 
in major layered with a flute repetition and a HALion synth 
module. QC 1/2 are dedicated volume controls for the 
crotales and the flute-synth layer, VEL shifts sample start/
grain position, scan through the samples using AT.  
MW introduces noise-shaped pitch modulation. Sphere H 
controls the release time, de-select “Center Horizontal“ if 
you want to permanently alter the release time.
Polyphony is set to 42 voices, each note played uses 3 
voices.

Native Flute Cloud 
Split

Woodwinds / 
Ethnic

Granular flutes: two layered flute phrases played on the 
bowwom part of the flute sounding somewhat “native“ 
mapped from C4 - C4 (root notes E4/D4), another one 
mapped from C2 - B3 (root A#2), and a long field recording 
of a Peruvian street band I recorded during a parade 
running in warp / timestretch mode mapped from C0 - B1 
(root A0). Set the sample start point of the field recording 
with QC4, control sample speed with QC5, add a disorted 
“radio filter“ with QC6.
QC1 decreases grain speed/position randomization in the 
flute sounds and “freezes“ the samples when dialed hard 
right, then you can use QC2 to scan through the samples 
yourself. MW modulates grain pitch spread with a maximum 
range of 7 semitones.
This patch is explained in this video (starting at 4:50)

Native Flute Duet 
Split

Woodwinds / 
Ethnic

Two “native“ flute phrases played on the bottom part of the 
flute split across the keyboard running in granular mode. 
QC1 affects several granular paramaters, when dieal to the 
left the samples slow down and AT can be used to scan 
through the samples. MW detunes the grains. QC4 
activates the filter envelope, QC5 morphs between lowpass/
bandpass-bandreject filtering. Dial in a tempo-synced pitch 
sequence with QC6 (via Step Modulator).

Nervous Trills Split Woodwinds / 
Flute

Mapped from C3 - C5 there is flute trill with flap noises, 
mapped from C0 - B2 there are 2 velocity-crossfading flute 
trills with loud percussive flap noises. All samples play in 
granular mode, scan through the samples using AT, change 
grain speed/duration/length with QC1, randomize grain 
pitch using MW. QC5 adds ring modulation (use Sphere V 
to change RM frequency), QC6 distorts the sound.

Ocean Of Sound Musical FX / 
Percussion /
Soundscape

A complex soundscape mixing granular synthesis with 
normal sampling with several ingredients split across the 
keyboard, layered glockenspiel phrases in the upper range, 
glass chime textures all over, a soundscape in the middle 
range and ocean drum waves in the lower register. MW 
detunes and noise-modulates things, now explore…

Ornamental Flutes 
Split

Woodwinds / 
Flute

Mapped from C3 - C6 two flute phrase in two velocity layers 
and another two phrases in two velocity layers mapped 
from C0 - B2, all playing in granular mode, an LFO is 
modulating grain position, increase modulation speed using 
AT. MW introduces tempo-synced, square-shaped pitch 
modulation, +/- 1 octave with the wheel fully engaged.

Patch Name Category Description

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B71Oq6y1-tw


Pars-Pro-Toto-Flute 
2 Monoph

Woodwinds / 
Flute

See below, monophonic version with Glide activated.

Pars-Pro-Toto-Flute 
2 Poly

Woodwinds / 
Flute

Multisampled Pars-pro-Toto-flute, using the middle and the 
bottom part of the flute which yields the widest range and 
timbral variations. Some notes have up to 4 variations 
(round robin), as the flute player searched for all possible 
fingerings to achieve a certain pitch of the chromatic scale 
and wrote it all down in a published book. The modulation 
wheel crossfades between non-vibrato and vibrato notes, 
QC1 shifts the sample start to the right skipping the 
embouchure sounds. The samples are not looped.
This patch is explained in this video.

Phrygian 
Melancholy Split

Musical FX / 
Soundscape /
Motion / 
Sequencer

Upper half: mapped from C3 - C7 a tonal electronic 
soundscape with Phrygian tuning derived from a flute 
phrase - playing in granular mode - layered with an 
arpeggiated HALion synth, QC1 affects several granular 
parameters in the soundscape.
Lower half, sampling mode: a processed singing bowl drone 
(set sample start with QC3) layered with a synthetic string 
drone (VEL shifts sample start point), mapped from C-1 - 
B2 - QC4 adds tempo-synced tremolo FX to the drones.
AT adds vibrato to the upper soundscape, MW adds noise-
shaped pitch modulation to everything. QC5 increases HP 
filter cutoff and adds distortion in the Auto Filter in the 
program bus, QC7 adds a frequency shifter in the program 
bus. Polyphony is set to 48 voices, each note played uses 
two voices. Sphere H controls the release time, de-select 
“Center Horizontal“ if you want to permanently alter the 
release time.

Reso Hits Split Musical FX / Hits 
& Stabs / Drums

Concert tom hits layered with their electronic resonances, 
mapped from C1 - G2: Tom combo 1
mapped from G2 - C5: Tom combo 2
mapped from C5 - C8: massive dark drone using two 
layered resonances with a long attack phase
The resonances are only audible at high velocity levels, 
QC2 makes the LP filter citoff for the toms velocity 
sensitive, QC1 controls release time for the resonances as 
the toms play in one shot-mode. MW introduces tempo-
synced amplitude modulation in the FX layers, control 
modulation speed with QC3. QC4 adds a fast pitch 
envelope creating a “Zapp“-effect.

Singing Bowl 
Harmonics FX Split

Musical FX / 
Soundscape
Bowed 
Percussion / 
Pad

Three processed bowed singing bowl harmonics in granular 
mode mapped from C0 - C7, layered with a HALion synth 
module. QC 1/2 are dedicated volume controls for each 
layer, QC5 controls grain speed in the singing bowls. MW 
detunes the grains and adds noise-shaped pitch modulation 
to the synth sound. Scan through the samples using AT.

Patch Name Category Description

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q4McxKbSOmY


Singing Bowl 
Harmonics 
Granular

Chromatic 
Percussion / 
Bowed / Pad

Three unprocessed bowed singing bowl harmonics in 
granular mode, layered from C0 - C7. With grain speed at 
zero an LFO modulates grain position (in crease LFO speed 
with QC1), another LFO modulates the volume of each 
zone with different LFO speeds /phases per zone creating 
an ever evolving mixture of sound. MW shifts grain position 
so that a different segment of the samples will become 
audible. AT detunes the grains. With QC3 dialed hard left 
the involved filter become tuned (key follow/high 
resonance), then you can dial in tempo-synced filter 
modulation with QC4.

Singing Bowl 
Meditation Split

Chromatic 
Percussion / 
Soundscape / 
Bell

A 4+ minute long singing bowl texture and it’s electronic 
derivative, divided into five looped segments (some use 
alternate looping), split across the keyboard between C-1 - 
C7 with a 2 octave range per combo, normal sampling 
mode. MW adds a mixture of random and noise-shaped 
pitch modulation, bipolar QC1 sets the octave (-/+ 1), QC 
4/5 are dedicated volume controls for each layer. Take your 
time to explore these sounds and play some long notes…

Stick Mallets Hang Chromatic 
Percussion / 
Soundscape

Hang texture played with drum sticks layered with a 
soundscape derived from that texture, mapped from C0 - C6, 
running in granular mode. VEL shifts sample start/grain 
position, scan through the samples with AT. MW controls 
grain pitch spread, shortens grain length and adds some 
distortion. QC5 increases grain speed and decreases grain 
duration.

Strange Vox 
Leader

Synth Lead Monophonic synth lead layering a sample of morphing a flute 
sound with a female vocal phrase - running in granular mode 
and set to unison (2 voices) - and a HALion synth. Scan 
through the sample with MW which will create intervals in 
relation to the synth sound, Tune the synth up an octave with 
QC1, set it’s volume with QC2. QC3 makes the LP filter 
cutoff velocity sensitive, AT adds vibrato

StretchMorph Pad Synth Pad Layering an audio-morphed flute  sample running in granular 
mode (C2 - C7) with a time-stretched flute drone in sampling 
mode (C0 - C7). Scan through the granular sound using AT, 
MW detunes the grains and adds noise-shaped pitch 
modulation to the stretched sound. QC3 introduces tempo-
synced amplitude modulation.

Subtone Morph 
Drones Split

Musical FX / 
Drone

Two flute sub-tone samples (singing and playing the 
instrument simultaneously, creating sub-tones) layered with 
their audio-morphed derivatives, split across the keyboard 
between C0 - C6, each combo with a 3-octave range, all 
samples playing in granular mode. VEL shifts sample start /
grain position, MW detunes the grains. Control grain speed 
with QC1

Timpani Reso Bass Synth Bass / 
Percussion

Layering processed, multisampled timpani sounds with a 
HALion synth bass. QC 1/2 are dedicated volume controls 
for each layer, QC3 sets the sub bass volume in the synth. 
MW engages a fast pitch envelope adding a “Zapp“ sound to 
the attack phase.The LP filter cutoff is very velocity sensitive. 
QC6 send the signals to a VST Amp/Saturator/Reverb 
combo, QC7 sends the signals to a tempo-synced multi-tap 
delay (2 delay modules are engaged) with a ring modulator 
routed post delay FX 1, dial in the ring modulator with QC8.

Patch Name Category Description



Train Bell Layers 
Split

Musical FX / Bells 
Drone

Two periodic train bell textures (granular, use AT to scan 
through the samples) layered with their electronic 
derivatives/drones (sampling), split across the keyboard with 
a 4 octave range per combo, split point C3. MW detunes the 
grains. QC 2/3 are dedicated volume controls for each layer, 
QC1 affects several granular parameters in the dry bell 
sound, QC4 controls the speed of the filter modulation of the 
dry bells, QC5/6 introduce filter modulation in the drone 
sounds. Sphere V modulates grain pitch spread in the 
granular layers, Sphere H transposes the drones +/- 1 
octave.

Train Bell Pad Musical FX / Bells 
Pad

Train bell accents with 5x round robin layered with a strange 
multisampled pad, made by re-synthesizing the train bell in 
Metasynth, 4 octaves were sampled between G1 - G4, the 
zones are playing in unison mode (5 voices). QC 1/2 are 
dedicated volume controls for each layer, MW adds pitch 
modulation and increases unison detune in the pad, QC5 
makes the LP filter cutoff velocity sensitive.

Tubular Drones 
Split

Musical FX / Bells 
Drone

Hitting the long tubes of my huge tubular windchimes 
individually with a soft mallet, three long textures (granular) 
and their electronic derivatives/drones (sampling) are layered 
and split across the keyboard between C0 - C6 with a 2-
octave range per combo. MW controls grain pitch spread and 
adds noise-shaped pitch modulation to the drones. QC 2/3 
are dedicated volume controls for each layer, QC4 
introduces tempo-synced amplitude and filter modulation to 
the drone sounds. Sphere V transposes the granular tubes 
up/down 2 octaves.

Voxomorph Pad Synth Pad A sample of morphing a flute sound with a female vocal 
phrase, divided into two granular segments and split across 
the keyboard, overlapping split point C3. Grain speed is set 
to zero with an LFO slowly modulating grain position, QC4 
shifts grain position towards the end of each segment 
resulting in timbral and tonal changes.
MW adds chorus FX, QC2 introduces tempo-synced 
amplitude and pan modulation.

Water Flute Split Woodwinds / 
Flute / 
Percussion

Five flute samples, mixing flutter tongue, sustain vibrato, 
octave tremolo and bass flute swell, mapped between C0 - 
C6, the upper three samples running in sampling mode, the 
lower two in granular mode, VEL shifts sample start.  
The flutes are layered with a waterfall percussion texture in 
sampling mode (range C-1 - C8) which has pitch follow set to 
1/8 tones (26%). Sample start of the waterfall texture is 
randomized, control it’s volume with QC4. When distortion 
(SR reduction) is dialed in (QC8), the SR-rate can be altered 
with Sphere V. MW adds chorus FX.

Patch Name Category Description



Whale Drum 
Drones Split

Musical FX / 
Drone / Pad

Three samples in granular mode of rubbing a concert tom 
(C3 - C6) and an ocean drum (2 crossfading samples 
between C0 - A3) with a rubber ball creating whale-like 
moaning sounds. All sounds play in granular mode, grain 
speed set to zero with an LFO slowly modulating grain 
position. Shift grain position with AT so that a different 
segment of each sample gets modulated, control LFO 
scanning speed with QC4. QC3 introduces tempo-synced 
modulation of filter morphing, MW introduces noise-shaped 
modulation of grain pitch. This patch is being explained in 
this video.

Whale Drum 
Textures Split

Musical FX / 
Drone / Sound 
Effect / Drums

Two very deep rubber ball drum sounds split across the 
keyboard, overlapping split point at C4, both sounds are 
playing in granular mode. AT randomizes grain pitch, MW 
increases HP filter cutoff and adds distortion/delay/reverb 
(send to VST Amp/FX chain). Control grain speed with QC1, 
change grain structure with QC2, modulate grain position 
with QC3. This patch is being explained in this video.

Whale Drums All 
Split KS

Musical FX / 
Drone / Sound 
Effect / Drums

29 rubbed drum skin samples mapped only on the white 
keys between C1 - C5. Five key-switchable modes are 
available:
KS1 (C0) – one shot (all samples play to end)
KS2 (D0) – normal (with amp env), no loops
KS3 (E0) – alternate looping
KS4 (F0) – reversed
KS5 (G0) – granular
When KS 2-5 are selected, QC1 controls release time, set 
pitch coarse +/- 12 semitones with bipolar QC2 (middle 
position = no transposition), PB is set to +/- 24 semitones for 
more glissando action. When KS5 is selected (granular), 
control sample speed with QC3. MW adds some crazy pitch 
modulation in all layers.
This patch is being explained in this video.

Whistleblower Split Woodwinds / 
Flute

Two strange sustained flute sounds with glissando split 
across the keyboard, the lower one mapped from C0 - C3 
has a high interval in the embouchure phase, the upper one 
(C3 - C6) is very breathy. Both play in granular mode with 
sample speed set to zero, an LFO modulating grain position 
in the first half of each sample. Increase LFO scan speed 
with QC3, shift grain position towards the second half of the 
sample with QC4. MW decreases grain length and adds 
distortion, AT adds a fast, tempo-synced pitch sequence. 
When ring modulation is dialed in with QC6, Sphere V 
controls the RM frequency.

Wooden Tails KS KS1 plays a processed temple block accent with a huge thick 
reverb tail, KS2 plays a bamboo chime accent with a bright 
reverb tail in 2 velocity layers, the lower one with flam, the 
upper one without flam. MW adds tempo-synced amplitude 
modulation, QC 3/4 add tempo-synced filter/pitch 
modulation. Distortion (post delay) can be dialed in, control 
the sample rate reduction of the distortion with QC8.
This patch is explained in this video (starting at 10:05)

Patch Name Category Description

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JfJnpMH6w8Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JfJnpMH6w8Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JfJnpMH6w8Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B71Oq6y1-tw


Sampled instruments

Here are some images of the sampled percussion instruments for Aureus Ventus.









Now please enjoy the sounds and let yourself be inspired by them.

Simon Stockhausen, May 29th - 2015


